
Letters to the Editor

had her dosage reduced. Of 28 patients
with therapeutic digoxin levels two had
their dose increased while four others
were thought to be inadequately con-
trolled (though their doses were not
altered for other reasons). Of 30
patients with. a low serum digoxin
(about 40 per cent of the sample) 12 had
their dose increased, though it is not
stated why it was more desirable to
increase the dose to effective digital-
isation than to stop the drug, which was
not having any effect, in patients in
whom "normal clinical findings had
hitherto been interpreted as satisfactory
control". This suggests to me that
serum digoxin estimates in the reported
study were not much use, but perhaps
there were reasons for ignoring the
levels so rampantly which were not
stated in the paper.

Finally, I would like to add a criticism
of the Journal. The paper I have been
criticizing (which, though I have made
substantial comments, is not without
merit) was published under a banner
heading of "Medical Audit". Medical
audit is an evaluation of clinical prac-
tice against an agreed set of criteria to
see the extent to which the criteria are
being followed and to find reasons to
explain deviations therefrom. The Man-
ning and Brown study is manifestly not
of this character. It is more in the nature
of research into clinical matters; that is,
it falls more easily into the category of
studies in which a hypothesis is sought
or tested. There was no attempt to
match the authors' clinical practice to a
set of criteria. I feel that only when the
difference between research and audit is
properly understood will the value of
the latter be recognized by the prac-
tising general practitioner. The College
and the Journal have an obvious re-
sponsibility in this field and I am
saddened to see evidence of confusion
between these crucially different activ-
ities. If you insist on putting out
material which is not of immediate
interest or something that could and
should be done by every practising
general practitioner as medical audit
then you should not be surprised when
general practitioners refuse to under-
take audit on the grounds that it is too
rarefied to be of practical value.

JOHN WILLIAMSON
12 Westville Road
Barnsley
S. Yorks S75 2TR.
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The above letter was shown to Drs
Manning and Brown, who reply as
follows:

Sir,
Dr Williamson, as one of the co-authors
of the paper he quotes by Holt and
colleagues (1977), should be aware that
we obtained permission from Drs Holt
and Volans to use the facilities of the
Guys Hospital Poisons Unit for plasma
digoxin estimations. Each group was
thus aware that the other was simul-
taneously investigating the same
problems. We felt it courteous to show
Dr Holt our findings. It may be that this
letter demonstrates that there is a
difference in the resources available to a
high workload general practice as dis-
tinct from an academic unit. These
resources include time, laboratory fa-
cilities, and a wider research skill, all of
which determine practitioners' atti-
tudes.
Our work originated as a learning

experience for a vocational trainee. If
we both have something to learn from
the equivalent situation in a university,
then this is of great value to us. It is
worth noting that the general con-
clusions on digoxin dosage control and
the value of plasma digoxin estimations
is similar in the two papers.

This does not mean that we should
not criticize Dr Williamson, who ap-
pears to be using us as a stick to beat the
Editor. We should like to make the
following points:

1. In paragraph three, line two, Dr
Williamson states: "patients on digoxin
are more in need of electrolyte measure-
ments than others". We made no such
claims and on this point Dr Williamson
has left the context of our paper. Nor
did we claim statistical significance in
respect of hypokalaemia in frusemide
takers. We use the phrase "suggestively
high" and in view of other evidence in
respect of this drug most pragmatic
general practitioners will take the point
(e.g. Martindale (1972) states: "pro-
longed regular administration may
cause considerable electrolyte and water
loss").
2. The significance of Dr Williamson's
fourth paragraph is not clear as we
referred to "renal function as a guide to
digoxin dosage". We made no pretence
to physiological research.
3. In paragraph five he suggests that we
were prejudiced against renal function
tests. On the contrary, our methods of
learning at that time, which included
specific discussion at postgraduate
meetings, had made us so much aware
of the possibility that we included it as
aim three.
4. In paragraph six we are accused of
making ex-cathedra statements. Not
being fundamental research workers we
are prepared to use the findings of
others in our discussions. If this is a
writing fault we apologize, but in
addition to the quoted sources we were

verbally advised by specialist physiol-
ogists. Holt and colleagues themselves
use the phrase "it is axiomatic" to draw
the conclusions that "plasma digoxin
concentration should be affected by the
amount of digoxin given, the time lapse
between the last dose and sample
collection, and the rate of excretion of
the drug."
The differences between the corre-

lations in respect of blood urea and
serum creatinine is interesting but based
factually on our respective pathology
laboratory reports. To imply superiority
of one laboratory over another as an
explanation of factual differences is
unworthy.
5. In paragraph seven we are accused of
not establishing "beyond doubt the
need for periodic digoxin estimates".
Statistics is the science of probability
and it is rare for any scientific finding to
be established "beyond doubt". In self-
defence we can claim a study of 66
patients, whereas Holt and colleagues
could study only 26.
6. The last paragraph contains the
somewhat pedantic point of Dr
Williamson's letter. If he would care to
read our introduction he will see that
out original criteria were based on
clinical grounds alone: i.e. the judge-
ment of our senses in our consulting
rooms using stethoscope and sphyg-
momanometer alone. We wished to
audit this concept against criteria which
included reasonable use of biochemical
facilities. We asked ourselves, "Is our
process correct?" This is at least of
equal value to the practising doctor as
Dr Williamson's limited definition of
audit.
The trainer still harbours the illusion

that his training objectives include the
realities of everyday general practice.
Even if the College and the Journal help
us achieve no more than this, they will
have justified their existence.

JOANNA BROWN
A. D. MANNING

63 The Drive
Edgware
Middlesex.
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THE PILL

Sir,
The editorial on the Pill (November
Journal, p.644) is presumably intended
to stimulate discussion.
May I, from the outset, disagree with

your suggestion that "we welcome the
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